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Fore~:ord

This paper was prepared asa contribution
tothe
Proceedings of the 45th Scottish
Universities Summer School in Physics, held at the University of St. Andrews in Auand was
gust 1994. The School dealt with a range of topics in laser-plasma interactions,
attended by about sixty graduate students and researchers from Europe and the United
States. The paper was the basis for two lectures on the subject of hydrodynamic
instabilities given at the School. The focus of the paper is on buoyancy-driven
instabilities of
the R.ayleigh-Thylor type, which are commonly regarded as the most important
kind of
hydrodynamic
instability in inertial-confinement-f usion implosions. The paper is intended
to be pedagogical rather than research-oriented,
and so is by no means a comprehensive
review of work in this field. Rather, it is hoped that the student will fid here a foundation
on which to build an understanding
of current research, and the experienced rese=cher
will find a compilation of useful results.
The aim of the paper is to discuss the evolution of a single Rayleigh-Taylor-unstable
mode, from its linear p mse to its late-stage constant-velocity
bubble growth, with a brief
consideration
of the saturation
of linezu growih. The influence of other modes is in~~oked
only ir
J short-range sense (in wavenumber space) of the Haan saturation model. Owing
to limitations of time in the lectures and of space in the Proceedings, the treatment of other
instabilities such as Richtmyer-hleshkov
and Kelvin-Helmholtz
is necessarily very brief, and
entirely inadequate
as an introductory
discussion.
Likewise, there is no reference to the
effect oi convergent geometry, to long-range mode coupling, or to shape effects in threedimensional growth. Furthermore,
there is no reference to the large body of experimental
research related to hydrodynamic
instabilities.
I would like to thank Chuck Cranfill, Steve Haan, and Brad Beck for their kindness
in reviewing and commenting on preliminary drafts of the paper.
This work was supported by the United States Department
of Energy under contract
numbei W-7405 -ENG-36.
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Introduction

and Suney

of Instabilities

An ideal inertial-confinement-f usion (ICF) implosion is exactly spherically symmetric.
If the implosion departs from spherical symmetry, the imploding capsule’s performance
is degraded in several ways. For exmnple, the conversion of the imploding shell’s kinetic
energy to the fuel’s internal energy becomes lees efficient and the compressicm of the fuel
to high density may be less extreme. In high-efficiency capsules ignited bj a central highentropy bubble m “hotspot”
(Lindl 1988), the surface area through which the hotspot
loses energy by thermal conduction maybe increased. Increased su.rfa:e area also allows a
particles created in fusion reactions to escape the hot spot, further hindering the hotspot’s
self-heating.
In severe case--, asymmetry can lead to the breakup of the imploding shell
(at larger spatial scales) or the creation of hydrodynamic
turbulence (at smaller spatial
scales). Turbulence in turn may have a number of deleterious effects, involving the turbulent transport of mass, momentum, and energy in ways that corrupt the highly organized
evolving structure of the imploding capsule.
ICF implosions, whether real or ideal, are ~ubject to a variety of hydrodynamic
instabilities that amp!ify small departures from spherical symmetry.
Instabilities
carI cause a
disturbance to grow from an amplitude which ma~ at first seem insignificant to a level that
can seriously disrupt the flow, as described above. Instabilities do not themselves generate
the initial asymmetric disturbance,
or “seed”, from which the final disruption grows. Instead, the seeds arise from limitations in our ability to fabricate perfectly spherical shells, to
generate perfectly uniform laser beams, or to create perfectly symmetric thermal radiation
fields in hohlraums.
Small perturbations
of a capsule’s surface caused by the roughness of
the material’s crystal structure, or by machining marks from the fabrication process, are
examples of instability seeds. Other examples include the interfmeuce pattern in a. focused
laser spot, which can imprint disturbances
on an initially smodh surface irradiated by
the laser. Thus the seeds simply reflect the inevitable devk?ion of real-world experiments
from the idealized constructs of theory. Instabilities
then cause these seeds to grow to a
size that may have serious consequences for an ICF implosion.
Hydrodynamic
instabilities are straightforwrud
consequences of the conservation equations of hydrodynamics.
In their idealized form they are just solutions to these equations
for specific initial and boundary conditions corresponding
to somewhat simplified versions
of real flow fields. For example, the P..ayleigh-Taylor instability (Taylor 1950), which we
shall encounter often in ICF in a generalized form, arises in the case of two initially motionless incompressible fluid layers of unequal density, where the denser fluid is supported atop
the less dense fluid in a gravitational
field. If the interface, or contact surface, between the
layers is disturbed so as not to be exactly horizontal, then the Rayleigh-Taylor
instability
ensues. The interlace disturbance,
which is the initial seed in this case, grows until eventually bubbles of the less dense fluid ascend through the denser fluid while jets or “spikes”
of the denser fluid plunge downward through the less dense fluid. The Rayleigh-’raylor
in3

stability is never encountered in this precise form in ICF, because gravitation plays no role
in an ICF implosion; the time and space scales of ICF are simply too small. However, the
accelerating and decelerating forcm produced by pressure gradients acting on the shell of
an ICF capsule are effectively analogous to gravity. Thus hydrodynamic
phenomena arise
which are for all practical purposes equivalent to the Rayleigh-Taylor
instability, appropriately generalized.
For example, in ICF we may encounter compressible flow fie!ds which
are converging or diverging, which do not necessarily have sharp boundaries separating
fluids of dWerent density, and in which the acceleration force is not necessarily constant
in time.
A related instability is the ablation-surface
instability, sorceiiums called “RayleighTaylor instability at an ablation surface,” or the Bodner-Lind! ~.notability (Bodner 1974,
Lindl and Mead 1975). This occurs when intense radiation, either l~er or thermal, heats
a material interface and ablates it. The ablated material flows away irom the interface,
creating a high-pressure,
low-density corona which accelerates the unablated
material.
The density decrease from unablatcd to ablated material corresponds to the contact surface
between the two fluids in the incompressible Rayleigh-Taylor
instability, while the pressu~ e
increase from unablated to ablated material gives an acceleration force. Two effects that
are not present in the incompressible
Rayleigh-Taylor
instability act to reduce the growth
rate in the ablation-sudace
instability:
the ablation flow of material through the unstable
region, and the smoothing of t.zrnperature perturbations
by the radiation f!ux.
Other instabilities of particular consequence for iCF are the R.ichtmyer-Meshkov
instability and the I{elvin-Helmholtz
instability. The Richtmyer-Meshko\~ instability (Richtmyer
1960) occurs when a shock wave crosses the interface between two fluids of unequal density,
traveling in a direction normal to the interface. This can be viewed as the ?!miting case of
a Rayleigh-Taylor
instability in which gravity acts for an infinitesimally
short duration on
the fluids, imparting an impulsive acceleration to the interface and generating fluid motions
that persist even in the absence of gravity. The i<elvin-Heknholtz
instability arises when
the two fluids are initially in motion, and there is a \ariation across the interface of t.;w
velocity component parallel to the interface. Such a gradient in the paral!el velocity, referred to as “velocity shear” , is unstable if it is sufficiently severe, and leads to the creation
of vortices which entrain ihe two fluids in a characteristic
rotational motion. The KelvinHelmholtz instability
(Kelvin 1910) can arise along the interface between the ascending
bubbles and descending spikes of late-stage Rayleigh-Tay!m
instability, where the shear
due to the differential motion of these stmcturea can be significant. Other circumstances
giving rise to Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability include the case of a shock wave crossing an
interface in a direction not precisely normal to the interface (Diamond et al. 1993). Shear
is generated by the deviation from strict normality, so that both Kelvin-Helmholtz
and
Richtmyer-Meshkov
instability can occur in this situation.
We shall see later that Rayleigh-Taylor
instability and the related ablation-surt%ce
instability develop whenever the tilmsity and pressure gradients have opposite signs during
an ICF capsule’s implosion. This occurs primarily during two episodes of the implosion:
ablation-surface
instability
arises at the outer surface of the capsule’s shell during the
initial inward acceleration of the shell, while Rayleigh-Taylor
instability arises at the inner
surface of the shell during the final deceleration
of the shell by the low-density, high4

pressure hotspot at the capsule’s center, Betweeu these two episodes, the shell is co~sting
at nearly constant velocity, and perturbations
grow via the Richtmyer- Meshkov instability y,
induced by the shocks which emerge at the inside surface of the shell. If the shocks are
not normal to the interface, Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability may occur as well.
A. Linear analysis of R.ayleigh-Taylor
Instability
h is worthwhile to derive from basic principles the small-amplitude

behavior of the
Rayleigh-Taylm
instability, both because we shall thereby discover some of the properties
of the instability and because the exercise will serve as an example of the technique of
linear perturbation
analysis, widely used in instability
studies.
The discussion follows
that of Chandrasekhar
(1961). Our starting point is the system of equations describing
the hydrodymnic
motion of an ideal fluid (that is, a fluid in which there is no ener~v
d.issip~tion or heat ex-hange), known as the Euler eqllations:

(A-1)

av
P~

= –VP + W“

+ P(V “w’

Equation (A- 1) is called the continuity equation and Eq. (A-2] is called the equation oj
motion or momentum equation. Heie p, v =
_ Vx%+Vyf+Vzi,
and p denote respectively the
density, velocity, and pressure of the fluid. A.n external force, such as gravity. acting on che
fluid is represented by g s g, i + g)~ -t g.i. In the particular example of Rayleigh-Taylor
instability we shall consider, the fluids meet at a horizontal interface and are initially at
rest. We take the normal to the interface as the direction i , so that gravity acts along i.
Since gravity acts downward, g. <0 and g = – lgz~~. All physical quantities are initially
uniform throughout both fluids, away from the interface,
To !nves~igate the stability cf hydrodynamic
motion we ask how the motion responds
to a small il.~ctuation in the vaJue of any of the flow variables aFpearmg in the Euler
eq~’ations.
If the fluctuation
grows in amplitude so that the flow never returns to its
initial state, we say that the flow is cnsiabie with respect to fluctuations
of that type.
Accordingly, we replace the variables in Eqs. (A-1) and (A-2) as follows:
p=po+pl,
v=

Vo+v],

P=

PO+P1.

or “zeroth order” moThe quantities with subscripts “0” represent the unperturbed,
tion of the iiuid, and thus must themselves satisfy Eqs. (A-1) and (A-2). The quantities
with subscripts “1” represent a small perturbation
about the zeroth-order quantities; that
these expressions into Eqs. (A-1)
is, pl << po, v] << Vo, and p: << po. Substituting
and (A-2) gives
%’I’+pJ+v.
a

[(po+p

J(vo+vl)l
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=07

(Pa+

a(v,

+v~)

Pl)—a—

+(po+pl)[(vo

+vl)”v](vo

+vl)=-v(po+

p,)+

(po+pl)g,

or
apo + apl
~+v”(povo
F

avl)

‘0F
Po(vo”vvo

+plvo+povl

+,,:

+vl”~vo+vo”vvl+vl

av~
”vvo+vl

”vv~+vo”vv~+v]

.vv~)=
(A -4)

satisfy Eqs. (A-1) and (A-2) means

apo
+V”(pov(l)
~
avo

-F po(vo “V)vc

Po ~

.

- Vpl + pog + Pig.

.mder quantities

The fact that the zero!:.

(,4 - 3)

&,

—+po~+pl~+”

“vv])+p](vo
-Vpo

+plv~)=o,

(A -5)

=U,

= –Vpo

(.4 - 6)

+ peg.

We can subtract the zeroth-order equations Eqs. (A-5) and (A-6) from Eqs. (A-3)
and (A-4). This amounts to dropping all terms in Eqs. (A-3) and (A-4) which contain no
appear~mces of the subscript “l”. Furthermore,
we can omit terms in Eqs. (A-3) and (A-4)
which contain products of first-order quantities, sin ~e they are very small in comparison
to terms which are lir,eru in first-order quantities.
‘rhis process of omission of quadratic
quantities, by u hich we obtain a system of linear partial differential equations, is called
linearization
of the perturbed
equations.
Linearization
is valid onl,v if the perturbatlor,s
are small. The result of lmemizing and of subtracting
the zeroth-order eqrations is that
Eqs. (A-3) and (A-4) become
ap~
~+v”(plvo+povl)=o,

av(j
Pl~+Po~

(A -7)

6%1
+

PG(V1

“ ‘VO

+VO

“Vvl)

+P1(VO

“

VVO) = ‘Vpl

+ pig.

(A -8)

Superpo~ed ,quid~ with dengity di~continuity
We now restrict o~~rattention to the Rayleigh-Taylor
instability in particular,
For the
problem as it was posed ear!ier, the fluids are initially at rest. This means that V. = 0, so
that Eqs. (A-7) and (A-8) become
~~i

~+v”(pllvl)=o,
6

(A --9)

av~
Po ~

= –Vpl

(A - 10)

+ pig.

We now appeal to the fact that, for many situations of interest in ICF, unstable f!ow
occurs at velocities much smaller than the 10A -round speed. This has the tiect that
accelerations in the flow are not strong enough to @mnge the density of a fluid element
significantly, so the fluid moves without compressing or expanding.
In such a situation we
call the flow incompreu ilde. Provided that we ~e well away from shock waves or centers
of convergence, the assumption
of incompressible
flow is of~en valid. To say that fluid
elements move without changing densitv is to say that the Lagrangian total derivative
(also called the total substantive derivative) of density is zero, that is,
lfp
—=
dt

t?p
~+v.

(A-n)

vp=o.

Applying this equation to our instability analysis, we substitute the perturbed expressions p = PO+ PI and v = vo + vi into Eq. (A-II), and recall that both V. and the time
derivative of PO \anish, since they describe the static initial state. M’e also linearize the
result, dropping nonlinear terms in the first-order quantities, as before. The resuit is that
Eq. (A-II) becomes
apl

(A - 12)

~+vltvpo=o.
Comparing

this equation

to 12q. (A-9), which v’e write in expanded
apl

~+
we see that subtracting

Pov”w+vl”vpo=o,

form as
(A - 13)

Eq. (A-12) from. Eq. (A-13) yields
v.v~=o.

(A - 14)

flow. We can use either Eq.
This is a consequence of the assumption of incompressible
(A-12) or Eq. (A-14) to replace the linearized continuity equation Eq. (A-9) under this
assumption.
(A-1O)
~d
(A-12)
in component
form
TO proceed, we write out the vector equations
The linearized momentum equatio,l (A-10) becomes

7

while the linearized

kcompressibk

continuity

equation

(A-12) becomes

Because gravity acts only in the 5 direction, gz = gw = O. ~thermore,
since ~ is uniform
throughout each medium, with its only variation occurring across the horizontal interface,
we have 8p./&
= 8po/~
= O, while ~po/8z is non-zero, but only at the interface. Thus
the linearized incompressible
component equations may be written, using g = lg. I = –gZ,
h x =
apl
Pc —
a
‘x’

(A - 15)

+!]v =
Po—
&

(A - 16)

avl .
Po—
a=az

ap!
ay ‘

ap,
-—
-- P19!

apl

@l

~+vl.

—
az

(A-17)

= ~

(A - 18)

“

It will also be useful to have Eq. (A-14), which expresses
o.”der flow, in component form:

the nondivergence

au]= + av~y + au~z
z
~
X=o”

of the first-

(.4 - 19)

The next step in our analysis is to carry out a Fourier transformation
of the system
of equations (A-15) - (A-19). This is a powerful technique for the solution of differential
equations, because of a useful property of Fourier transforms:
ii F[f(t)] is the Fourier
transform of the function ~(t) with ~espect to the independent variable t, then the Fourier
transform of the deri~-ative d../dt is
F[dj/dt]

= isF[J(.t)]l

where s is the transform variable. Thus a differential operator acting on a physical quantity becomes simply a product of the correspmdmg
transform variable and the Fourier
transform of that quantity.
Accordingly we define the following two-dimensional
Fourier
transforms with respect to x and y:
vl,(~z,kti,z,t)

%l:drl:dy
Vly(~z,~y7z,~)

= F.v[vl=(z,y,z,t)]

‘1z[z7’7z)’)’i(k’r+k”)
= Fz~[vly(~,Y,z,~)],

v~.(k=, kv, z,t) = Fz”[v,.(z,
8

y,z,;)],

P(k=,

k”, z,t)

=

R(kz,k”,z,t)=

MP1(W,4]!
%[P1(WIM”

We do not trsnsform with resp.wt to z, because the ~ direction does not share the s~m.metry
of the other two directions; the linearized component equations (A-15)- (A-19) are inmriant
under the interchange of z and ~, and it will turn out that solutions are waves in the (z, y)
plane. Furthern-mre, zeroth-order quantities such as p. are not functions of z and y, which
simplifies the Fourier integrals. The trrmsfon.n variables &a amd kv are called the i and ~
components,

respectively,

of the wavevedor

k, whose magnitude

k =

k2 + k2 is called
G
the waucn.umber. Corresponding
to the wavenumber is a wavelength A = 2x/k.
Additionally,
we shall seek solutions whose time dependence is pro~ortional
to e~f.
This is a standard procedure when Fourier transforming
differential equations.
If, for
example, we suppose tha’.
I’; g(kz, ky, z,t) = 171Z(k=, kV,z)eY’,
then

Thus,

WI,
F
again,

a deri~ative

= yt’lzd’

can be replaced

= yvlz.

by a product.

The variable

~ is called the

fieq~~ency.

Performing the Fourier transforms
of the component equations (A-15 )-( A-19), and
making the assumption that the time dependence of the solution is given
by e?~, where ~
—
may be a function of kr smd kY, results in
(A - 20)
(A-21)
8P
YPo~”lz = –—

(.4 - 22)

- gR,

dpcl
~
=

?R+vlz

ikzl)lz

az

az

w]

+ ikUVIB + —
az

(A - 23)

‘

2

=

~

“

The solution of the equations (A-20) - (A-24) is now straightforward.
(A-20) by ikz and multiply Eq. (A-21) by ikv:
i~pokzvlz

(A - 24)
Multiply

Eq.

= kZ2P,

iypokV\fl Y = kV2P.
Add these equations:
i7p0(~rvlr

+

kvvly)

9

=

(L-=2
+ kV2)P.

(.4 - 25)

mm

Eq. (A-24), solve for krVl. + kBVl, = iW1, /& and substitute

in Eq. (A-25):

(A - 26)
using k2 = k: + k:, the square of the wavenumber.
(A-22) and (A-23). Equation (A-23) implies

which we may substitute

Next we eliminate

R between

Eqs.

into Eq, (A-22) to obtain
aP
—
az =

‘7POvlr

+

apo
:V,. z.

FinaJly, solving for P from Eq. (A-26) and inserting
g(Po~)

= ~2PoWl

here we find
- **).

(A – 27)

Equation (A-27) does not have solutions for arbitrary values of -y, once k, g, and P9(z)
are defined. Solutions exist only for a particular due of n, called the chzracieristic
ualue
or eigenvahtc. Equation (A-27) is called an eigenvalue equation, and its solutions VI ~ are
called eigenfunctions.
Since we are considering fluids of uniform density, pO is constant everywhere except at
the interface. Therefore, away from the interface, Opo/& m.nishes and p. may be canceled
from Eq. (A-27), leaving

The general solution

to this equation

is

v~= = Ae~kz + Be-k’.
The vertical velocity should vanish at large distances from the interface, and so we
choose a solution with A # O,B = O for z <0 and with A = O, B # O for z >0. Vlz must
be continuous across the interface since a velocity discontinuity
would require an infinite
acceleration and therefore an infinite force. Accordingly we select

“z={:%:::}
where IV = ~~1z (Z = O) is the due
at the interface.
The derivative 6VI, /i7G is not continuous, however. It has the value kW immediately
below the interface amd – kW immediately
above. Equation (A-27) expresses the relationship between the discontinuity
in t3V1z/~z and the discontinuity
in density, We cam
10

use this relationship
to derive a boundmy condition at tne interface and determine the
frequency eigenwdue y in ierrm of the ~avity g, the wavenurnbm k, and the density jump.
To do so, we integrate Eq. (A-27) over an fiittaimal
element of z that includes
the interface z = 0. The deriwitive of a qusmtity, when integrated,
then gives simply the
change in the value of that quantity across the interface. Thus the left-hand side of Eq.
(A-27) integrates to
‘a
~-)dz
_, Z(PO

I

=

pox

WI,

‘

= -PO(Z > O)kw’ - p~(z < O)kl’v

I -r
=

-k~!7(paboVe +

Pb,iow)

=

(A - 28)

II,

where /)~&t,~ = PO(Z > 0) is the density in the upper fluid md PWW s PO(Z < O) is the
density in the lower fluid. The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (A-27) gives, upon
integration,
e
k2poVl,dz = k2W(pabOUcc + p&10u6) = 12.
(A - 29)
I -c
The second term on the right-hand
c

-1
-(

k2poUz%x

g

side of Eq. (A-27) gives

‘pod:

‘ ~po d=
k2 \+Tg
. __k2Wg
-—
=
72
‘0
72 I .,x

c

-t

(.4 - 30)
In the limit that c ~oes to zero, 12 vanishes, because it is proportional
to c. On the
other hand, II and 13 are finite; they are, in effect, integrals of delta functions.
Thus we
must have 11 = 13 or

Soil kg for T, we obtain
=

kg

(Paboue

-

~bdow)

(Pabow

+

Pbdow)

72

Define a dimensionless

number

A, called the Atwood number

~ ~ (pabowc (Palm

Then 72 = kgA. Since solutions

“

depend

+

Pbdotu)
pbdow)

-

on time as e~~, we have, for example,

(A-31)
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If p.~o.. > pb.l.~, then A is positive, the interface is unstable, and the perturbation
grows
exponentially
with growth rate q = ~.
U, on the other hand, pabovc < p~,lo~, then A
is negative, 7 is imaginary, and the inter%ce oscillates with frequency Ire(y) = v~.
Efect of a continuow density gradimt
In actual ICF situations,
the interface between two materials is never tndy a discontinuity. Instead, the density varies continuously with position, although sometimes zhe
gradient can be rather steep. Often, however, the density varies continuously with a length
scale comparable to perturbation
wavelengths of interest. To&d the effect of a continuous
density variation on the growth rate of the instability, we need to repeat t~e above analysis
with a smooth vaziation of po(.-).
A treatment
of this problem was carried out by LieLevier et aL (19b5) for a model
density profile defined by

@e+hkz
Obe[ow+ —
2

po(z) =

Poboue

–

‘pe-Kz,
—
2

< ()
(A - 32)

Z > ()

‘
I

where Ap ~ pabOl,C– pbcloU,.Their starting point is the system, of linearized incompressible
component equations (A-15) - (A-18). If we assume sinusoidal variations in z and ~ for all
variables, we can omit Eqs. (A-15) and (A-16), leavicg just Eqs. (A-17) and (A-18):

(A - 33)

(A - 34)
Further,

assume that VI, is given by

Ul:(z, z,t)

=
{

e+kz coskrj(t),

z <0

e-~zcoskzf(i),

z >0 } -

(A - 35)

This is an approximation,
because this form for the eigenfunction U1z actually corresponds
to the solution Eq. (A-31) for the case of discontinuous density. All the same, it leads to a
simple expression for the instability growth rate which is useful and illustrates qualitatively
the effect of a continuous density gradient. Mikaelian (1986) calculated accurate numerical
eigenfunctions and the corresponding growth rates, for the density profile given by Eq. (A32), and found that the approximate
eigenfunction gives quite good results.
So we proceed to integrate Eq. (A-34) over time to get an expression for pl:
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where we assume that the initial density perturbation
is zero and the zeroth-order density
PO(Z)is static. This can be inserted into Eq. (A-33), which when rearranged becomes

Using expressions

apl
K=–

(A-32) and (A-35) for po(z) and ul,, respectively, this becomes

Pbelow

AP +Kz ~+kzj + ~]{&e+(K+Hz
Fe
2
1
Ape_Kz
AP -( K+kjz
e-kzj
+ gK~e
—
2
1

+

[

COSkz

[

{

Pabove

-

t
f(t’)dt’.

z <0

1o
t

f(t’)dt’, 2>0
I

0

1

This expression for the derivative of the fist-order
pressure may be integrated from
=
z
—Ootoz=
O to obtain an expression for p] (z = O), since pl (z = –m) vanishes.
Likewise, integrating
from z = O to z = +W gives another expression for pl (z = O).
These expressions must be equal, since p] is continuous at z = O for a continuous density
profile, unlike the case in our earlier analysis for discontinuous
density. Carrying out the
integration gives
~ apl ~z =
m &dz.
pl(z= o)=
/ -m~
- /0 a’
Thus

or

f(
“

Differentiating

Pabouc

+

k

and rearranging

i-9-=
The solution

is an exponential

where A is the Atwood
the growth rate as

number

Pbelou,

t

.

)

~ jolt’

- gAp&
(/

coefficients

gives

(

–

Pabove

It + k

Pbelow

= O.
)

’

pabo.e + pbe\oU,)

j=o.

with grcwth rate

If we define a gradient
7—=

gkA
r l+kL’
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length L s 1/1{, we can express

which is a commonly encountered form.
of the density gradient
is always to
It is clear fkom this expression that the ekt
reduce the growth rate of the instability.
For perturbation
wavelengths much shorter
than L, or, equivalently, for long gentle gradients, we have kL >>1,
so y ~ ~~
s
J~Z
independent of wavelength. The gradient therefore limits the growth rate for shortwavelength perturbations
to the growth rate of a mode whose wavenumber equals K, the
inverse lengthscale of the gradient. On the other hand, for perturbation
wavelengths much
longer than L, or, equivalently, for steep gradients, we have kL <<1, so the growth rate
~ z w,
uaffected
by the density gradient.
B. Ablation-Surface
Instability
The ablation-surface
instability occurs when a material layer is rapidly heated by some
energy-deposition
process and ablates. If the spatial extent of the energy-deposition
region
is small with respect to the depth of the layer, then a high-pressure low-density region forms
adjacent to the layer, which accelerates the layer. The low-density region is composed of
heated ablating materiai expanding away from the layer’s surfac~. The acceleration of the
high-density layer by the low-density ablated material is analogous to the support of a
high-density fluid by a low-density fluid in a gravitational
fielri, m an instability arises.
This abletion-surface
instability is much like the classica”t Rayleigh-Taylor
instability, just
discussed, but differs because of the flow of material out of the high-density layer, across
the ablation surface, and into the low-density ablated region. Furthermore,
gravity plays
no role.
If we approximate the energy-deposition
region as a discontinuity, we can make a rough
estimate (following Gmnaly 1993) of the effect of ablation on the growth ~f perturbations
by repeating the Rayleigh-Taylor
analysis with a simple change: because of the ablation
flow, we permit a velocity discontinuity at the interface as well as a density discontinuity.
This means that the zeroth-order state is not static, so that we cannot set V. = !I in our
linear perturbation
analysis.
We consider a reference frame mot~ing with the layer. In this frame, the layer is at
rest, and the ablating material moves in the –i direction with velocity V~*~.Thus

‘o={
Rewriting

Eq. (A-8), omitting
Po

Rewriting

*+

ho
P1(=+VO

-u’’b’:::::}

gravity, and keeping terms containing

. Vvo) + po(v~ . Vvl) + Vo “VV*) = -vp~.

Eq. (A-6) and omitting

We may substitute this expression
and rearrange terms to obtain

(B – 1)

gravity gives

bo
~+vo”vvo=

al
PO(W

V. gives

-:vpo.

(B – 2)

for tlw total Lagrangian

+ VI ‘Vvo+vo”vvl)=z
14

derivative

‘1 vp~ - Vp, .

of V5 into Eq. (B-1 )

(B -3)

Just as in the classical Rayleigh-Taylor
analysis. we take the tw~dimensional
Fourier
trmdorm
of the z-component
of Eq. (B-3), assuming a time dependence like e~t. This
leads to
R apo
8P
avclz
w*
= ——
- —
(B -4)
PO(7UZ + Viz—~z +Uo. =)
pcl az
az ‘
where, as before, V1~ = F[vlz], R = F[pl], and P = Fkl].
We defie an acceleration go s -(l/p.
)~po /dz, and we use Eq. (A-23) to eliminate
R = -(1/~ )V1Z8po/~z in Eq. (B-4). Then Golving Eq. (B-4) for ~P/~z results in

WI*
P@JoZ-.
&

Finally, we use Eq. (A-26) to elim~nate P in terms of WI ./~z,
by -kz/y

-

(B -5)

and find upon multiplying

Equation (B-6) is analogous to Eq. (A-27) in the classical Rayleigh-Taylor
analysis,
~wt contains two additional terms on the right-hand side, proportional
to the zeroth-order
ve!ocity and its z-gradient.
Again, we use this equation to derive a jump condition at
the interface by integrating it over an infinitesimal element –c ~ z s t, which includes
the interface.
We shall find as usual that only the terms in Eq. (B-6) which are deit,a
functions produce any finite contribution
to the integral in the limit that c 40.
These
are the second and third terms on the right-hand side; and the term on the left-hand side;
PO, VO., and LN”, /t7z me discontinuous
at the interface, so their z-derivatives are delta
functions. However, WI ~/dz itself is not a delta function, so the fourth term on the righthand side produces a vanishing integral. So does the first term on the right-hand side, as
we saw in Eq. (A-29) in the classical Rayleigh-Taylor
analysis.
Integrating
Eq. (B-6) requires e~zduating only one new term, since two of the nonwmishing terms were integrated earlier, as 11 in Eq. (A-28) ~nd 13 in Eq. (A-30). The

to evaluate
where W is the value of VI, at z = O. The integral is not so straightforward
as those encountered
earlier, since the integrand is the product of a step function and a
delta function. However, let us suppose that p. and U. vary lineuly over the infinitesimal
region -c ~ z ~ c, so that as c ~ Othey approach step functions and 6’uO:/dz approaches
a delta function. Then the integral is trivial, with the result that
14 = k2~pun
T
where pun md
respectively.

~ahl are the densities

; ‘“b’V.h\,

in the unablated

1[i

layer and in the ablated

region,

Thus the result of integrating

Eq. (B-6) is
11 =13+14,

or
k2Wgo
–k~(p.n

+

~abl)

=

‘~(p.n

–

pabl)

+

~p’n

~

‘ab’V.bl,

&

which can be simplified

as
kVabl
72 + ~y

-

kgoA

=

(B -7)

O,

where
~ = (,%~ - p.bl)
Pabl)
– (Pun+
The solution

The positive

to the quadratic

root may be written,

equation

“

(B-7) for ~ is

when JIIA

>> kv.bl/4,

-..

.

(B -6)

The effect of ablation is thus to reduce the growth rate of the instability.
.41thotigh this expression is only approximate,
having been derived under some rather
severe restrictions
(no spatial extent of the region of acceleration, no modification of the
conti .luity equation for finite zeroth-order
velocity, no heating or energy exchange), it
nevertheless resembles relations obtained from more accurate treatments.
For example,
the Takabe relation (Taliabe et al. 19S5)
(B -9)
is found to (Iescribe detailed numerical solution~ of a linear perturbation
analysis of
ablation-surface
instability that includes heating and energy exchange in the flow. The
analysis results in a system of five coupled ordinary differential equations for first-order
variations in five quantities: density, normal velocity, tangential velocity, temperature,
and
normal heat flux. In general, the solutions are well fit using a = 0.9 and 3 ~- ~ c 4. In
Eq. (B-9), the ablation velocity V. denotes the mass abl~~tion rate divided by the density
at the ablation surface, whereas Vahl in Eq. (B-8) represents the terminal velocity reached
by ablating material far from .he nblation surface. We expect vabl >> V., which accounts
in part for the different coefficients of k~’atd and k7J. in eqs. (E-8) and (B-9).
The effect of ablation in reducing the growth rate of the instability is crucial to the
succem of ICF’ implosions. Equation (B-9) demonstrates
that the growth of high wavenumbers (short wavelengths) is reduced more effectively than the growth of low wavenurnbcrs.

In fact, there isa”cutoff”
wavenumberkCUf=
zero, and above which modes ire stable,

(a/@)2(g0/u~)

for which the growth rate is

In:tahility occurrence for opposed density and pressure gradienti
Earlierit
was pointed out that Rayleigh-Taylor-like
instabilities
arise wherever the
density gradient and the pres=ure gradient have oppo+tesigns
in an imploding capsule,
Toseethis,
factm Eq. (B-6):
(B - 10)
Recall tbat go wasmerely

shorthand

for-(

l/pO)fi~/~z,

so

Thetermsinvo
are stabilizing, as we have seen. The second term on the right-hand side
drives the instability if its sign is negative, which will be the case if ~po /i3z and ~po /dz
do not have the same sign.
C. Bubble
rise in late-stage
Rayleigh-Taylor
instability
The amplitude of a sinusoidal perturbation
increases exponentially
with time in the
early stage of Rayleigh-Taylor
instability, as we saw earlier in the linear analysis. Eventually the growth rate decreases, when the amplitude becomes about 1O$ZO
of the wavelength
A = 27r/k., At this point, higher harmonics of the original sinusoid appear. The perturbed
configuration,
in
interface is then Ilo longer sinusoidal, but assumes a “bubble-and-spike”
which rising, broader bubbles altel natc with falling, narrower spikes. The relative width
of bubbles and spikes depends on the density ratio of the two fluids, or, equivalently, on
the Atwood number A. When A N 1, the bubbles are much broader than the spikes. But
when A s 0, that is, the fluids have nearly the same density, there is little distinction
between the behavior of bubbles and spikes, and they have nearly the same width.
Eventually the flow reaches a regime which is nearly steady-state,
if the initial perturbation is a pure sinusoid. The bubcdes rise at constant velocity. If A ~ 1, we can carry out
an approximate
analysis of the resulting flow pattern (following Davies and Taylor 1950,
incorporating
a suggestion by Layzer 1955) and determine the velocity of the tip of the
bubble. Layzer considers the entire history of the instability, from the initial linear stage
to the asymptotic steady state, but we focus only on the latter here.
To do so, we employ the concept of potential flow. The law of conservation
of circulation implies that for isentropic flows (that is, flows which are not dissipating or exchanging
energy or subjected to shock waves), the curl of the velocity field, V x v (called the uoriicity) is con=tant along particle trajectories.
In particular, if the vorticity vanishes anywhere
on a fluid trajectory, it vanishes everywhere on the trajectory.
In the case of an emruy of
bubbles rising intc initially motionless fluid, the vorticity of the fluid at a large distance
above the bubbles is zero because the fluid is at rest, Even after the fluid bz%ins o fall past
the bubbles, its vorticity remains zero, by the ltiw of conser}’ation of circulation.
Like any
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vector field whose curl is zero, the velocity can be therefore be expressed as the gradient
of some scalar, by virtue of the vector identity V Y (Vq$) = O. This scalar is called the
velocity potential, and we write v = V#. This kind of ?aw is termed potential flow, or
imtational
jlow.
If furthermore
we assume that the flow is incompressible,
as we did in the linear
analysis of Rayleigh-Taylor
instability, we have that the velocity is divergences:
V “v = O.
(This follows from the vanishing of the La~~ngian
total derivative, Eq. (A-II), and
the continuity equation, Eq. (2).) Therefore, expressing the velocity as the gradient of
the potential, we conclude that, for incompressible
potential flow, the velocity potential
satisfies Laphce’s equation:
.
v2~ = o.
Determining the flow field for an array of rising bubbles then amounts to solving Laplace’s
equation subject to the appropriate
boundary conditions.
Another useful relationship for problems of this type is given by Bernoulli’s equation.
It states that, for steady flow of an incompressible fluid,
1
-v*+;
2

+gz=

constant

along particle trajectories.
In our problem, in which A E 1, it is a reasonable approximation
to take p = constant within the low-density bubble near its tip. Since the high-density
fluid at the bubble surface must be in pressure equilibrium with the bubble, and since
density is constant in incompressible
flow, we can assume that along the surface of the
bubble
1
-V2 + gz = constant.
(c-1)
2
Let us consider an exactly sinusoidal initial perturbation
at an interface, with arbitrary
rotating the coordinate
values of the wavevector components k= and kY. By appropriately
systelm in the (i, J) plane we can make the i direction coincide with the direction oi the
wavevector k, so that ku = O and kr = k. Thus the sinusoid varies only in i, and we can
ignore the ~ direction in the following analysis.
From this sort of initial condition, a flow field will eventually arise consisting of an
array of identical rising bubbles (which are tw~dimensional,
like long tunnels, having no
variation in ~) arranged with a spatial period of A = 2n/k. The flow pattern is the same as
that for a single bubble rising between two parallel frictionless walls located at z = + J/2.
The boundary condition at the walls is that the component of the flow velocity normal to
the walls vanish there:
\
V.(Z = +

= 0,

We now transform to the frame-of-reference
rising at the same speed as the bubble.
Call this speed U; the point of this analysis is to determine the value of U. An additional
boundary condition is that in the frame of the bubble, the undisturbed
fluid far above the
bubble is traveling downward at velocity
V,(Z = +m) = “-U.
18

Solutions of Laplace’s equaticn m c well-known from many branches of physics. For
geometries such as in c u bubble problem, where the flow is twodimensional
and con-fined
by planar walls, it is clear that a potential oi the form

satisfies Laplace’s equation

cod)Lion~just defined. For

and the boundary

n=l

Thus

(Recall that for our choice of coordinate axes, d#/@ =
as Laplace’s equation requires.
+
–~
aS
v. = @/dz
= O at z = ** and US = ~#/~z
a2; ldy2 = O.) Furthermore
z + cm,as our boundary conditions require.
The trajectory of any fluid particle in the flow field is described by the siream junction
~, which is related to the velocity potential by

It is easy to verify that the function

satisfies these relationships.
The stream function is constant
steady flow, so that traject~ries are given implicitly by
4’(T, z) = $, = constant.
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along particle

trajectories

for

At z = +w, the stream function becomes @(z, m) := -zU, so we see that VC is related to
&he distance of the trajectory from the symmetry plane z = O at large distnnce above the
bubble. Thus the trajectory for a fluid particle that flows dmvn the plane z = O and then
rdony the boundary of the bubble is given by @e = O, which implies ~hat

m

Aa
&~-Wsi~(*)
E
m=l -

1
x

= 1

is the equation of tivz bubble surface.
A simple approximation
to the solution of this problem is obtained, following Davies
and Taylor (1950), by keeping only the fist term in the sum defining d and ~. That is,
using k = 27r/J,
al
d = —~Uk— _~ -kz Cos kx,
4=
Then the ve]oc!ty components

al
–XU + ~e-k’

are

v==

aq!J

—=-.

ax

al)
(32

—

84
a+
Vz=—=—=
a:
az
The surface of the bubble

sinkz.

‘ale ‘kz

–U q ale-k’

sin kx,

coskx.

is given by
~–kz

Ukx

=

al sin kx”
The height of tile apex of the bubble, a: r = O, is determined by the values of al and U.
If we demand that the apex occur at z = O, then w-e must have al = U and so the bubble
s ~rface is given by
~–kz = —.kz
(c -2)
sin kx
or
si~ kx
z=- ; ln( —).
~r
To proceed with the soluti. ‘, we now require that
along the bubb!e surface. Insertinb the above expressions
Eq. (C-I), with al = U, leads to

Bernoulli’s equation be satisfied
for the Velocity components into

U2(e-2kz sin2 kr + 1 – 2e-k* coskx + e-2kz COS2kx) + 2gz = constant,
or
e-2k:

2gz
+ 1 – 2e-’”’ COSI*Z+ —
U2 = 0“
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(c -3)

We choose the constant to be
of the bubble is a stagnation
is clear from Eq. (C-1) that
surface, Eq. (C-2) applies, so

zero on the right-hand tide of the equntion because the apex
point, with t~= = v~ = O, and its height is z = O. Thus it
the constant is zero h this trajectory.
Along the bubble
we insert that condition intG Eq. (C-3). The remdt is

(kr)’
—-%%+’+%~(%)=o
sin2 &z
or
u2tanu-

2usin2u

+sinzut.it.nu+

2g
— sin2 u tan u ln( ~)=
kU*

o,

(c -4)

where u s &z.
Now, for any particular choice of g, k, and U, this mcprcssion can &ly be satisfied
exactly at a single due
of z in addition to z = 0. It cannot be satisfied over the entire
bubble surface. This is a consequence of having chosen the simplified potential and stream
functions with only the first tem~ of the sum. Nevertheless we can determine a reasonably
accurate value for U by requiring that Eq. (C-4) be satisfied in a .fim.t-order neighborhood
of z = O. Accordingly we expand the functions in Eq. (C-4):
u’
sinz u = U2 - —
~ + @[u6];
u’
~ + 0[U5];

tan u =U+

sirlz u tan u = U3 + O[uy];
u?

ln( *)=-T

u’
-=+

sin2utanuln(~

u)

OIU’];

= –~

+ Gqu7].

So Eq. (C-4) becomes
u3+—
implying

u’
3

—2d3+

2115
~+u3-—

2g us
— + 0[u7] = o
&lJz 6

that

or

This is exactly the result of Layzer ( 19L5) for the c~e of asymptotic
steady-state
twodimensions.1 flow between parallel walls. He takes as the length scale the half-distance
between the walls a = A/2 , so that he writes
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Layzer also considers
radius R. He obtains

the flow of a bubble of circular
in this case

cross-section,

contained

in a tube of

where @l ~ 3.832 is the fist zero of the Bessel function J].
Thus we see that larger bubbles rise faster than smaller bubbles. This dependence
is opposite to that for the linear stage of the instability, in which we found that smaller
wavelengths grow faster than larger wavelengths.
This amdysis assumes Atwood number A ~ 1. For smaller values of A, Ofer et aL
(1992) have found numerically tLat

where 0.2 ~ a ~ 0.3,
Shvarts (1954) points out that this expression is a consequence of the balance between
buoyancy and drag acting on the rising bubble. Consider a spherical bubble of radius R and
density p~ rising at constant velocity in an initially motionless medium of higher density
PH. The buoyancy
force is Fb = (P.v – p~)vg, where g is the acceleration of gravity and
V is the ~-olume of the bubble. If the bubble is rising at a velocity U, then the drag force
is F’~ = C~SpH U2, where C’~ is a drag coefficient and S = XR2 is the ~ross-sectional area
of the bubble. The drag force depends only on the ambient density pJf, not the bubble
density p~, because the drag force results from the increase of momentum of the ambient
fluid, which is initially mcti.&less; the bubble’s momentum does not change, o~~ing to the
balance of forces acting on it. Equating the forces gives
(PH - p~)~’g =

c&H~2

or

U2= +y

-

~~)g.

PH

Define the Atwood number

A as
A=

(PH-PL)
(PH+PL)”

Also V/S = 4R/3.
the Rayleigh-Taylor

If we define a wa~wlength A = 2R, to make the correspondence
bubble considered above, then V/S = 2A/3. So finally

with

adogous

to the form shown above.

D. Saturation
Taylor instability

and multimode

interactions

in intermediate-stage

Rayleigh-

$atunation thre~hold
The linear analysis of Sec. A depends on the validity of the small-arnpliturk
assum~
tion, that is, on the extent to which first-order quantities are in fact much smaller than
the corresponding
zeroth-order quantities.
However, if the exponential growth that characterizes the linear stage were to persist long enough, the small-amplitude
assumption
would eventually be violated for my initi~ pert~bation,
however sm~l. The dep~ture
of the instability evolution from linearity is called saturation. We can estimate the conditions required for linearity by considering, for example, the first-order acceleration of a
sinusoidal perturbation
mode and its relaLan to the zeroth-order acceleration of gravit y g.
The z-velocity of a pure mode with wavevector k oriented along i can be described by
rz(x, z,t) = l~(z)eyt
so that the displacement

of the interface

ql(x, t) =

J

t

(initially

cos kr,

at 2 = O) is

U.(r, o, t’)(ft’ = ;U, (X, OJ).

o

The acceleration

of the interface

is

Linearity requires that this acceleration be much smaller than gravity: ~2q << g. Since
the linear growth rate ~ = ~,
this is .4kq <<1.
Since A <1, a suf%cient condition
for linearity is simply
kl]<<1.

In terms of the wavelength

of the mode, this condition

is

The consequence of saturation
is that the growth of the instability is no longer exponential, but begins to approach the constant-velocity
bubble rise typical of late-stage
growth. A more stringent estimate of the requirement for linearity comes from estimating
the interface displacement at which the linem-stage interface velocity equals the late-stage
bubble ~~elocity. As we have just seen, the interface velocity is v.(x, O,t) = yq, while the
bubble velocity is ~~.
Equating these, for A = 1, gives kq = l/fi
& 0.5S, so that
linearity requires
. .
7<<

—.

j2:

= 0.09A,
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(D-1)

Another consequence of the onset of nonlinearity

is that separate perturbation
modes
on the interface, which grow as if they are isolated during the linear stage, begin to notice
one another’s presence, This occurs because they begin to affect the zeroth-order flow field
which drives the instability;
for example, a short-wavelength
mode riding along on the
mode experien~
a different eikctive gravity than the initial
bubble of a long-wavelength
g, because of the additional acceleration in the long-wavelength
bubble. This interaction
is called mode coupling.
Haan aaiumtion model
Real surfaces in actual ICF experiments have structure at many scales, from millime
ters to angstroms.
The structure arises for a variety of reaso-& including the inherent
heterogemmus crystalline structure of materials, as well as marks left by fabrication and
machining. When Fourier analyzed, the surfaces typically have a full spectmrn, with spectral power at all modes up to some very high wavemunber.
An important
question arises
concerning how saturation occurs in a full spectrum, as opposed to the case of a pure mode
just discussed. This is because a gToup of modes with nearly equal wave vectors can combine constructively over a region of the surface, producing a structure whose net amplitude
is much larger than the modes’ individual amplitudes.
It seems clear that the saturation of
this structure should occur when its net amplitude is about 10% of its effective wavelength,
as discussed above for pure sinusoids. This means that the individual modes summing to
produce this structure must saturate a good deal earlier than we would expect if they were
isolated from other modes and individually obeying the inequality (D-1 ). A prescription
for determining
when modes saturate in a full spectmm was developed by Haan (19S9)
and is known as the Haan saturation model. It expresses a type of modal interaction which
is a short-range interaction in wavevector space, involving neighboring modes which stay
in phase over a large enough region to form a structure of significantly higher amplitude
than any of the indi~~idual modes.
The b=ic conceptual point of the Haan model is that a pure mode cannot be distinguished from a superposition
of several modes except by measurements
over a sufficiently
large spatial region; the region must be large enough that the individual modes in the
of the
superposition
have gone out of phase. In regions smaller than this, the saturation
multimode superposition
must occur in the same way as the saturation of the pure mode.
For example, consider two modes of nearly equal wavelength [say A and A(I + 6)], equal
The modes stay in phase for a large distance beamplitudes,
and parallel wavevectors.
cause their wavelengths are so nearly equal. Where they we in phase, they combine to
create a net perturbation
whose amplitude is twice the individual amplitudes and whose
wavelength is approximate ely J. When the net perturbation
saturates, the two superposed
modes clearly have amplitudes which are about half the value of the single-mode saturation
amplitude, yet they must individually saturate. In this sense, they are interacting because
they are affecting each other’s saturation;
they are reducing the saturation threshold by a
factor of two.
The Haan model generalizes this idea to the case of many modes with various wavevectors. Two parameters
play a role in the model. One of these, [, denotes the a.mplit ude
threshold for the saturation of a single isolated mode, in the sense that a mode is linear
orIly when its amplitude q << <A. We saw above that < is in the ramge FuO.09 to -0.16.
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The other parameter,
E, describes the rmge in wavenumber space over which modes stay
in phase long enough to interact by afkcting one another’s saturation.
The model assumes
+hat, if we consider a band of modes centered around wavevector k, then the modes k’
which interact have Ik -k’ I < ~k. That is, the interacting modes occupy a circle of radius c
ir wavenumber apace, centered on wavevector k, These modes combine to create a physical
structure with a root-mean-square
(rms) amplitude that we shall call u, and a wavelength
approximately
equal to A = 2x/k. We expect the stlucture to saturate when fio cx CA,
where the factor W converts the rms amplitude to the peak amplitude.
By evaluating u
in terms of the individual modes’ amplitudes S(k), we can determine S(k) at saturation
in terms of the parameters ~ and c.
The rrns amplitude u of a band of Fourier modes is the root of the sum of the squared
amplitudes of the individual modes. Thus the interacting modes have

f?’=

~

S’(k’)

Ik’-kl<ck

& N(k, c)sz(k)
=

A(k,6)D(kjs2(k)

where lf(k, ~) is the number of modes in the circle in k-space, A(k, c) is the area of the
circle, and D(k) is the density of states.
If we consider a planar interface whose extent is O ~ z ~ L and O s y s L, then
the components of k’ have discrete allowed values k; = 2xn/L, k; = 2nm/L, for m,n =
1,. ... m. Thus there is a mode spaced every 2r /L wavenumber units along both axes in
wavenurnber space, so the density of states is D(k) = L2/(27r)2. The area of the circle is
2T(Ck)2, so that
A’(k, c) = (ckL)2/27r.
Therefore
u = [(1/2 @(ckL)2S2(k)]]12.
The saturation

condition
(~=

can then be solved for S(k),

&

= [(1/n) (ckL)2S2(k)]’)2

the modal amplitude

at saturation.

The result is

S(k) = 2n312([/c)(l/Lk2),
which can also be wri:ten
s(k)=~~.

2fic

(L/A)

Compared to the saturation
amplitude for isolated pure modes Si~O(k) = CA, this result
predicts that saturation
occurs at much lower amplitudes for a full spectrum, especially
for high modes, where L/A >>1.
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Hun

(1989) defines a parameter
v = 2m3@((/4,

which combines
amplitude is

the parameters

of interest

S(k) = v/(Lk2)

into a single number.

Thus

the saturation

= (v/4r2)(A/L)A

Born fitting predictions of the model to experiments,
the value of v is determined to be
-4.
To generalize this result to spherical gtmmetry, we adopt the following equiwdence for
spherical-harmonic
mode number 1 and spherical radius R:
k2 = 1(1+ 1)/R2 s 12/R2
Then the saturation

condition

becomes
(D -2)

The other element of the Haan saturation model is a prescription for the behavior of
modes after they cross the sat urat ion threshold, that is, after their amplitudes reach the
value S(k) = v/(Lk2 ). Let qlin(k, t) be the time-dependent
amplitude a mode would have
if saturation were not an issue, that is, if the mode remained linear. Then the amplitude
after saturation is taken to be
(D -3)
In the case of a planar density discontinuity
with a constant acceleration g and Atwood
number .4 (that is, the classical incompressible
Rayleigh-Taylor
problem), we saw earlier
that ~lin(k, t) = qoe~~, where y = @
and q. is the initial perturbation
amplitude of an
isolated single mode with wavenumber k on the interface. For this case,
q..l(k,t)

= S(k)

1 +lnq~

+~t

-ln

S(k)

[
The growth velocity of the saturated

mode is constant
dq,.,/dt

.
1

in time,

= S(k)y,

and is equal to the growth velocity of the linear perturbation
general, for non-constant
accelerations,
dq~af = S(k) d~lin
‘x
z~”
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at the time of saturation.

In

E. Instability
calculations in ICF implosions
several methods have been med in recent years to calculate

the growth of hydr~
dynamic instabilities
in ICF implosions.
To represent reality as accurately as possible,
the methods must account for time-varying accelerations, cent inuous gradients in density
and velocity, and energy trafisport.
Historically, linearized perturbation
codes were use?
fist, but recently nonlinear rad.iat~,on-hydrodynamic
simulation codes have been used qu:’ widely and routinely.
Linearized perturbation code,~
The linearized equations of mass and momentum
consqation
were derived in an
earlier section. For realistic flows, we must also consider an energy equatibn. For example
(Scannapieco and CrudN.1 1978), we begin with the fist law of thermodynamics,
which
specifies that a change &!3 in the specific internal energy E of a fluid element may arise
from two sources. There is a contribution
–pdV when the specific volume V = 1/p of the
fluid element changes by an amount –W at a pressure p, (a vciune decrease corresponding
to an energy increme).
Ad&tionally there may be a contribution
TdS when the specific
entropy S of the element changes by an amount dS at temperature
T’. If the &ange occurs
in an interval of time dt, then
dE
*dS
p dp
~+——,
x=
p2 dt
where dp/p2 = -dV.

The entropy
~dS
—

dt

change is given by the equation

= ~V.

[K(p,

T) VT]

9(PI
+ —.

of heat transfer

n

P

The first term on the right-hand side represents heating arising from the divergence of a flux
of thermal radiation and conduction; the combined thermal and grey-radiative conductivity
is denoted by x(p, 2’). The second term on the right-hand side represents heating by an
energy source, which could be thermonuclear
reactions or a laser. The heating rate is
q(p, T). Here T, the material temperature,
is assumed equal for ions and electrons.
Inserting this equation in the preceding equation leads to
dE
x

= 5$

+ $.

[K(p, T) V2’]+Y. 9(P, T)

With an equation-of-state,
we can eliminate one of the thermodynamic
of two of the others, for example
E = E(p, T).
Then the energy equation

variables

in terms

becomes

In the manner of Scarmapieco and Cranfill (1978), we collect the basic zeroth-order
hydrodynamic
equations here, using Eqs. (1) and (2) for our continuity (that is, mass)
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and momentum equations, respectively, omitting gravity
equation has been expressed as a temperature
equation.
ap
~+

in :he ICF rmntext.

The energy

(E-1)

V”(Wj=O,

(E -2)
dE
m,

dT
=—-P
T
[ P2

()

dp+lv
= 1 dt
;“
P=

+9-?
P

(E -3)
(E -4)

P(P~T)t

E = E(p, T),

(E -5)

6= K(p, T),

(E -6)

i = dP,

(E -7)

T).

The first-order linearized equations are obtained from the hydrodynamic
equations
Eqs. (E-l) through (E-7) in the same manner as in the discussion of Rayleigh-Ta;~lor
instability.
Physical variables are represented
as a sum of a zeroth-order
part, which
satisfies the hydrodynamic
equations, and a small first-order part. Thus
P=

PO+

PI,

v =Vo+vl,
P=po+pl,

T=
where the equation

TO+T1,

of state allows us to write

“=(%)p3+($),:’Substitution
of these expressions into Eqs. (E-1) through (E-7) yields, after subtracting
the zeroth-order equations and linearizing [following Scannapieco and Cranfill (1978), who
extended a treatment by McCrory et al. (1977)],
ap~

(E -8)

~+v”(Plvo+Po@=o,
8VI
PO(W

+

V1 .Vvo+vo”vv,
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)=x

‘1 Vpo

– VP],

(E -9)

[%-(%)TJ(*+V’”V’’)+

[%-%’’-(%)T1l*
.

+:V”

(Kclvz-]+ lc]vT’) + ~ – :(90
P’

+ v “~oWl),

(E - 10)

where

“=(%)@T:+(%’),)’,
“=G%T’+(%P
“=(%)@T’+(%)T:’
Equation (E-8) is the same as Eq. (A-7), and Eq. (139) is the same as Eq. (*c), that
is, they ai-e the same as Eqs. (A-9) and (A-1O) when V. does not vanish and gravity is
negligible.
Scrmnapieco and Cranfill (1978) recast these equations in Lagrangian form, so that
the first-order quantities are associated with mass elements in the flow rather than fixed
points in space. This is convenient when the zeroth-order
quantities are computed in a
Lagrangian code, and it is desired to evaluate the first-order flow at the corresponding
Lagrangian mass elements.
To do this, consider that the first-order perturbation
in the flow causes a displacement
in the position of a fluid element from its zeroth-order position r. to a new position R.
The magnitude of displacement is the displacement vector
X~R–ro.

The relationship between the Lagrangian and Eulerian first-order terms is found by considering some physical variable qt. In an Eulerian reference frame, we write as we have
done before
#(rO, t) = ~o(r’,t) + q+~(ro,t),
where ~~ is the Eulerian perturbation.
of variables at the new position R:

In a Lagrangian

#(R, t) = @u(ro, t)+
where +: is the Lagrangian perturbation.
have
#(rO, t)- d~(ro,t)
,~

#~(R,

Eliminating
=
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frame, we need to know the value

i),
do between

#(R, t) - @;(R, t).

these equations,
(E-n)

we

The change in # between rc and R is given, for small displacements,
expansion for # at the position ro:
#(R, t) = qt(ro, t) + X . V~(ro, t) ~ #(ro, tj +X

by the Taylor-series

. V#O(ro, t)

where we have neglected terms proportional
to X . Va$l and X2 and higher order.
qll represents either # or ~~.) So we see that

(Here

#(R, t) – #(ro, t) = X sV#t(ro, t).

.
From Eq. (E-n)
&(R,~)

– d~(ro,t)

= 4(R, t) - d(ro,t)

so that finally
4~(R,t)

N d~(ro,t)

+X.

Vdo(ro, t).

(E - 12)

The Eulerian first-order equations may be converted to LaO~angian first-order equations
by the use of Eq. (E-12). An additional equation for the new variable X is required to
close the system:
dX
=Vf,
7
where v: is the Lagrangian first-order velocity.
At this point, Scannapieco and Cranfill (1978) ass~.me that the zeroth-order
flow
is spherically symmetric, and express the Lagrangian first-order equations in component
form. Then they perform a spherical-harmonic
decomposition of the component equations,
ami~’ing at the following set of equations for the spherical-harmonic
amplitudes.
Each of
the variables with superscript 1 in the following-- equations represents the spherical-harmonic
amplitude in mode 1 for the corresponding
perturbation
variable.
(E - 13)

dB1

(E - 14)

A1,

x=

dD1 = c’

(E-15)

(E - 16)
%=-:[2+%$%1

‘%*7

dC1
7=

(E-17)
-[’’

-B’*l)
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1(1+ I)T:
‘lio

_ ~~—
aT~ 2–/(1+1)

~2

ar

—.—

r2

[

2a
a2 @
r ar ‘s
1
(E - 18)

(E - 19)

.;=(~)py+(;),d,

(u - 20)

,,=(~)py+(:),::,

(E-21)

(E - 22)

(E_

Here p;, is the initial density
defined:

perturbation

23)

in mode J, and the following SYmbOIS are

A1 ~ ~~;m,
BI

~

~l,m
r?

C’ =

[r2V~ . (vf -

VCIfl]”m,

D’ = [Vf) “ X]”m.
Thus A’ is the modal amplitude of the radial component of the Lagrangian first-order
velocity and B1 is the modal amplitude of the radial component of the displacement.
The
symbol fl denotes the angular part of the displacement,
so that, to first order,
X =

Then the Lagrangian

first-order

Xrer +

velocity is
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rofl.

The symbol Vn repwsents

the angular

divergence:

la=

Vns =-—”——
r tK2

So we see ~hat C’ is proportional
velocity r. Q, since

T ~~*@[ &(’inoe@”)
to the angular

v: —WJfa = Xre,

+ $(e~-)

divergence
+

1.

of the first-order

angular

rob,

and the angular divergence of Xrer vanishes. Finally, D’ is the modal amplitude of the
angular divergence of the displacement.
Scannapieco and Cranfill (1978) derived their first-order equations in a quite general
form. Frequently, however, the first-order equations are specialized to the case of FUIidealgas equation of state, and the zeroth-order flow is taken to be self-similar [Kidder(1976),
Hattori et al, (1966)1 These approximations
lead to considerable simplifications
in the
first-order equations.
If the first-order flow is furthermore
assumed to be incompressible
(Hattori et al. 13S6), then analytic solutions to the first-order motion cari be found in
some cases.
Linear single-mode in~tability calculations in a nonlinear radiation hydrodynamic code
An approach that is more widely used today than linearized perturbation
calculations
is that of linear instability
calculations
in nonlinear codes. This approach was demonstrated by Verdon et al. (19S2) and its accuracy for perturbed shock waves investigated by
Munro (1969). Its application for assessing the effect of material mixing in ICF implosions
was outlined by Haan ( 19~9). The aim in these studies was to determine the evolution of
the first-order flo~v in situations of interest in ICF, but instead of solving the linearized
perturbed hydrodynamic
equations, these investigators represent the first-order quantities
within the nonlinear radiation-hydrodynamics
calculation as infinitesimal perturbations
on
the zeroth-order flow. The nonlinear code is not itself modified to handle the infinitesimal
perturbations,
save for ensuring that the code computes extrem:ly
smooth zeroth-orcler
solutions; this means that the solutions must be free of spurious “ringing” and numerical
noise caused by artificial discontinuities
in the code’s physics approximations.
The advantage of this approach is that all the physics of the nonlinear code (for example, multigroup
radiation transport)
is included in am effectively linearized calculation of the infinitesimal
angular perturbation,
without the need to develop and solve elaborate systems of linearized
equations such as Eqs. (E-13) through (E-23). (After all, as complicated as that system
of radiation
transpmt.
To use
is, it incorporates
only a crude, grey-diffusion treatment
linearized transport equations for many photon groups would add many more equations.)
A disadvantage
of the Hmm-Munro approach is that the nonlinear code may suffer from
noisy numerical algorithms and limited machine precision. Furthermore,
convergence with
mesh refinement of the instability growth may be rather slow.
In this approach, to calculate the linear growth of a single spherical-harmonic
instability mode, a narrow angular sector of the capsule, at the capsule’s equator, is represented
by the mesh, The width of the two-dimensional
sector is one-half-wavelength
of the mode.
(“Wavelength”
is not a well-defined concept for spherical harmonics, but is useful near the
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equator, where the Legendre fimctions are well approximated
by sinusoids.) An infinitesimal displacement in radius, with sinusoidal angular dependence, is apnlied to the mesh at
the interface of interest. The amplitude of the di~p!acement, q{,mnzo, is typically about 1
~, or about 10-7 of the capsule dimensions. Thus, even if the instability grows by several
orders of magnitude, its effect on the zeroth-order flow is negligible, as required if this is
to be truly a calculation of linear growth. Neighboring mesh lines are likewise perturbed,
that decreases away from the interface in accordance with the
with an amplitude qlo(r)
radial part of the solutions of Laplace’s equation in spherical geometry:

qm(r) =

Ar’ + -&,

.

for mode /. If the displacement
amplitude is chosen to peak at the outer radius
shell and vanish at the inner radius ri~, then

(r/rln)l - (rln/r)l+]
qlo(r)

=

ql,rn..cl

(rou~/rln)l

rOMt

of a

.

- (rln/rouf)l+l

It is observed in numerical experiments
that this form for q[o(r) leads to more rapid
convergence of the computed instability growth factor as the mesh is refined, compared to
a linear variation of qlo with r, for example.
After the perturbatioi~ has been applied to the mesh, the calculation is performed in
the usual way up to some time of interest tl, such as ignition. The amplitude of the radial
mesh displacement is determined everywhere in the mesh, and its maximum valueql,~a, (tl )
identified; usually the amplitude is largest near the boundary between the hotspot and the
cold fuel. The ratio ql,~~z(tl )/ql,~~Zo s G1 is called the growth /actor of mode 1,
Next, the true initial amplitude Rl~,o of mode (1, m) is determined from a spectral
analysis of the surface of a real ICF capsule. The linear amplitude of mode (1, m) at time
i] is then R1~ = GRi~,0, since linear growth rates are independent of m. If this amplitude
exceeds the saturation
amplitude
vr/12, where r is the rad~us at which the tiplitude
reaches its maximum value, then Haan’s (1969) post-saturation
amplitude, Eq, (D-3), is
used instead of the linear amplitude.
In a similar manner, amplitudes
are determined
for all modes of interest at time
tl. (Although we are assuming thai the growth factors GI have been obtained via a
linear perturbation
calculation with a nonlinear code, they might equally wel! come from
a linearized code of the sort described in the preceding section, ) Then the rms roughnf!ss
u is given by a quadrature
sum of the amplitudes of the modes:

The bubble amplitude
material) is taken to
high-density material
the Atwood number.

(the distance of penetration of low-density material
be fiu,
while the spike amplitude (the distance
into low-density material) is taken to be W(1 +
Finally, a 1D calculation of the capsule’s implosion
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into high-density
of penetration
of
A)o, where A is
is carried out in

which the interface is uniformly mixed over the appropriate distances into the high-density
and low-density materials at time t 1. In this wa:~ we arrive at the goal of the Haan-Mu.nrc
technique, namely, a prediction of the efTect of initial interface roughness on the capsule’s
performance.
Nonlinear
multimode
calculations
In this approach, one carries out a direct

simulation of the effect of realistic interface roughness on a capsule’s performance.
The interface of interest is perturbed
with
a spectrum of mauy modes, with finite amplitudes rather than infinitesimal
amplitudes.
Thus the initial interface in the calculation is a fairly direct representation
of what a real
iD‘;erface looks like, with certain qualifications
mentioned below. The calculation is run
through the time of thermonuclear
reaction in the capsule’s fuel, and the yield determined
as a function of the initial a and spectral content of the interface roughness.
In order to satisfy the boundary
condition that the mesh displacement
attain an
extremum at the angular boundaries of the mesh for ebch mode, it is necessary to use a
90-degree sector of the capsule, extending from the pole to the equator.
Sufficiently fine
angular zoning is required to ensure that the highest modes are accurately resolved, since
in general zoning that is too coarse causes an underestimate
of growth rate. Thus in this
approach a large number of zones is required, driving up the computational
expense.
This approach is appealing because of its conceptual simplicity, and because it is potentially a realistic picture of instability development and the effect of instabilities on an
ICF capsule. However, in addition to its expense, it suffers to date from various shortcomings which limit its accuracy. For example, most existing nonlinear radiation hydrodynamic codes are two-dimensional,
so that only axisymmetric
modes (that is, spherical
(It is in this sense that the initial interface
harmonics with r-n = O) can be represented.
shape is not quite realistic; real surfaces are not axisymmetric on the microscopic scale of
perturbations.
) In the nonlinear stage of instability, the growth rate begins to depend on
m, and is Sreater for larger m. Omitting this three-dimensional
effect leads again to an
underestimate
of the net growth rate of u.
Furthermore,
many existing nonlinear radiation hydrodynamic
codes use a Lagrangian
mesh, which can become significantly distorted for highly unstable flows. This means that
the mesh must be rezoned, that is, that physical variables must be mapped onto a more
regulm mesh, at various times in the calculation.
Rezoning introduces inaccuracies due to
numerical diffusion. If, however, rezming is kept to a minimum, other inaccuracies occur
because of the failure of code algorithms on irregular meshes. To avoid these difficulties,
one might consider using an Eulerian code, in which the mesh is constrained to be regular
and orthogonal at all times.
For all these reasons it i~ important
to calibrate such calculations against data from
experiments.
It is also important
to refine the technique so as to avoid the most obvious
shortcomings,
namely two-dimensionality
and Lagrangian mesh distortion,
Thus it seems
that a fruitfu, direction for further reseerch is the development
of 3D Eulerian codes
with high mesh resolution and appropriate phj”~ics, adequate for modeling real instability
evolution with a minimum of simplifying approximations.
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